
Notes for Euvid Lesson at the BIL 

PAB 65 

Board 1:  The auction is straightforward.  With a long minor and no 

thoughts of slam, South raises to 3NT.  East leads the 5 and West returns a diamond, won by North.  

The declarer will take the club finesse and lose.  Which suit should West return?  East should help his 

partner decide by playing the 10 on the second diamond.  That is a suit preference signal for the higher 

ranking of the two remaining suits.   

Board 2:  Declarer has 7 top tricks.  He can get the remaining tricks by 

finessing diamonds.  If he wins the first trick and takes the finesse it will lose.  South will return a spade 

and the contract will be set.  If declarer ducts the first trick (Rule of 7), South will not have a spade when 

he wins the K.  If spades were 4-3, declarer would lose at most 1 diamond and 3 spades. 

Board 3:  Declarer has 6 top tricks.  He covers the spade lead and 

defenders take the first 4 spade tricks. Dummy discards a diamond on the spade leads, but what does 

declarer discard.  He needs the club finesse for his 3 extra tricks.  Therefore, he should ditch the Q.  

South switches to the J and declarer wins the A.  He goes to the dummy in hearts.  This is his last trip 

to the dummy.  The standard way to finesse is to lead the lowest card that can win the trick.  He runs the 

9 and it holds.  Then he leads the Q and finally the 3, for 9 tricks, total. 



Board 4:  South is the dealer (ignore the bidding shown) and starts with 1

 and jumps to 2NT over partner’s 1  response.  This shows 18-19 points.  North has 17 points and 

jumps to 6NT.  Declarer has 11 top tricks.  The clubs might break 3-3, but that is of low percentage.  The 

contract is cold if declarer wins the first trick, unblocks the AK and comes to hand, leading the J, 

promoting the 10 for the 12th trick.   

Board 5:  North, with 6 primary honors (aces and kings) promoted his hand 

to 25 points and rebid 3NT over partner’s D response to his 2  opening.  South invited and slam and 

North accepted.  East led the 3.  West correctly inserted the 9 and the trick was won by the A.  

Declarer has 9 top tricks and can get 3 more by finessing hearts.  He went to the dummy with the J and 

ran the J.  How does East defend?  He sees that declarer needs two more entries to dummy; once to 

finesse against the Q and then to play the last heart.  East put declarer back in his hand with a 

diamond.  When declarer led a low spade, East inserted the J, killing the second spade entry.  Now the 

contract fails.  Declarer has only 3 spades, 2 hearts, 4 diamonds and 2 clubs.  

 Board 6:  West will lead the 7.  Declarer has 8 top tricks: 3 spades, 3 

diamonds and 2 clubs.  The extra trick can come from clubs.  With a winning finesse, he gets an 

overtrick.  If he takes the finesse, though, West should shift to the Q.  Then defenders take 4 heart 

tricks and the Q.  Declarer should increase his chances of success by play the AK.  Here the Q drops 

but if it didn’t, East has a 50% chance of holding it.  A heart lead by East is safe.   



Board 7:  South leads the 6, his longest suit.  Declarer has 6 top tricks and 

the extra tricks can come from clubs.  There is a shortage of entries, however.  If the defenders hold 2 

top tricks in a suit declarer wants to develop, it’s best to make them take them as soon as possible.  

Declarer should lead a low club from the dummy.  Now declarer can later lead a low club from his hand 

toward the KQ.  North will win but declarer’s A will provide the entry to enjoy the clubs.  If he leads 

the top club at trick two, he will fail if North ducks and allows declarer to win.  Now there won’t be 

enough entries to set up and enjoy the clubs.   

Board 8:  Declarer is in 3NT.  North leads the 2.  Declarer plays low from 

dummy.  What should South play?  Often, when dummy has the heart queen and South the king-ten 

over her, it is right for South to play his ten.  But not here.  That play would be correct if Declarer held 

the Ax.  If he did, he would have played the Q from dummy, hoping that North started with the K.  

South must put up the K on the first trick and lead back the 5, the original 4th best.  If he inserts the 

10, declarer wins and runs the next 8 tricks. 


